
6 ways to more sign ups
A guide to help you get more sign ups in 2021
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SUMMARY



THE FIRST STEP FOR CLUBS
Earned attention is when you post great content on social
media platforms and people resonate with it. The earned
attention comes from offering value of some sort, or
stimulating content which yields engagement from followers.
The more likes, comments, and shares brings attention to your
business. 
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THE SECOND STEP
Paid attention is when you run advertisements on
platforms like Google & Facebook. The goal of this is to
get new potential members to discover your club who
have not heard of you. It's important to do this
consistently, so people actually learn that your
company exists. These people usually search for your
service, then discover your club on Google.

2. PAID ATTENTION



YOUR FOLLOWING.
Owned attention is when you have a large

following on Social Media, or a large email list of
loyal openers. We call it owned attention because
these people look forward to seeing your updates

and content. Treat them with high regard and they
will be loyal forever. 

3. OWNED
ATTENTION



4TH STEP
This is where most clubs are lacking. They don't have
anyone calling previous interests and following up with
potential customers. Outbound marketing involves
sales, community outreach, and direct messaging.
There should be a sales team that is consistently
performing outbound marketing. 

4. OUTBOUND
MARKETING



BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS.
There are so many businesses, community leaders,
and media outlets that can help bring business to

your club free of charge. The local school might
create a deal with you to perform shows there if it

gets you exposure. The local pizza parlor might cut
deals for your big events in exchange for

advertisement. Your local cheer leading teams
might need a place to practice. Get creative!

5. PARTNERSHIPS



CLIENT TESTIMONIALS

Client Testimonials are the best way to accomplish "Word of mouth". We've
found that video testimonials are the most trusted version of a given
referral. Just ask a loyal customer if they would be okay giving a selfie style
testimonial to put on your website or Social Media. 

6. REFERRALS



To learn how we will manage your
advertisements for an entire month for

free, text "LEARN" to (407)449-8944

WWW.MYWEBSOLUTION.US


